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Is talking getting you anywhere?
Measuring WOM marketing
Dr Walter Carl, ChatThreads, compares new models for measuring word-of-mouth
ROI, such as Conversation Value, Momentum Effect and Net Promoter Economics
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OR ALL THE BUZZ that word-ofmouth (WOM) marketing has garnered in the past decade, one might
think it is part of every company’s marketing strategy and budget.
The promise of WOM initiatives has
saturated the consciousness of brand marketers, who see a relevant, more targeted
reach leading to more efficient use of marketing dollars, a virtual focus group providing commentary about a company’s
products and services, or chances to better
engage customers in dialogue.
But there are obstacles to greater acceptance of WOM marketing. These
include inertia (nobody gets fired for
spending on a TV ad), lack of predictability in results, fear of losing control of
the brand’s message and a perceived lack
of reliable, widely accepted ways to measure the impact and value of WOM.
First, let us define ‘word of mouth’.
WOM involves everyday people sharing
information about companies, brands,
products and services, and/or visually displaying their brand preferences in both
online and offline venues.
According to the WOM Marketing
Association (WOMMA), WOM marketing is defined as giving people reasons
to talk about companies, brands, products
and services, and making it easier
for those conversations to take
place. It is a strategy
where brands leverage both consumer-toconsumer
and marketerto-consumer
interactions in the
context of a marketing objective.
The outsourced WOM marketing industry in the US has grown at double-digit
rates each year from 2001 to 2007. In 2007,
WOM marketing expenditures grew to
$1.35bn (Figure 1).
PQ Media was estimating WOM spend
in the US to reach $1.82bn in 2008, but this
is now thought to be an optimistic forecast
due to the economic downturn in the second half of the year, according to Dr Leo
Kivijarv, vice-president of research at PQ

FIGURE 1

WOM marketing spend in US
2002

$179m

2007

$1,350m 49.8% CAGR

2008*

$1,817m 34.6% growth

*Estimated
Source: PQ Media WOM Marketing Forecast 2007-2011

Media. He still thinks there will be double
digit growth in 2008, but to bring some
perspective, even the $1.82bn figure
would only represent four-tenths of 1% of
all marketing spend in the US.
To date, the industry has not conducted
an authoritative perception study of how
brands and agencies view WOM marketing or allocate resources.
“There is strong brand interest in
WOM as a concept,” says Stuart Sheldon,
partner at experiential and WOM marketing agency Escalate, “but there is no
consistent response in terms of committing funds to pursue it as part of a
marketing plan.” Sheldon attributes
this in part to the fact that WOM measurement is not widely understood, much
less implemented. As a result, WOM may
be pigeonholed as a test-and-learn or innovation spend, sometimes searching for, but
not always finding, a
budget.
When WOM does find a
budget, funds can be allocated from marketing, public relations, promotions, events, customer
service, digital, interactive, consumer activation,
CRM, and research and innovation budgets. Although PQ Media only tracks outsourced expenditures, many firms, such
as Nokia and Quicken Loans, also devote
resources to internal WOM initiatives
(see case studies, page 18).
Other companies track key performance indicators such as reach, conversation volume and lifts in brand advocacy.
For this, they rely on social media monitoring, as well as interview and surveybased methods.
So how can firms get concrete meas© World Advertising Research Center 2009
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Research by ChatThreads found that 50%
of influencers’ conversations were faceto-face, while 35% took place online.
Opposite: Dunkin’ Donuts achieved an
uplift in sales after using WOM techniques
to promote a latte drink

urement of their WOM campaigns? One
way is through the monitoring of social
media. For a while, savvy companies have
used technologies that trawl the internet
for unfiltered, naturalistic consumer
mentions of their brands to detect actual
and potential crises in real-time.
But these ‘crawlers’ are also able to
identify, listen to and engage key influencers, understand consumer desires and
trends, and track the effectiveness of a
range of marketing initiatives.
For campaign tracking, most companies rely on measuring volume of ontopic references as well as sentiment. Lifts
in volume from pre-campaign scores to
© World Advertising Research Center 2009

post-campaign, as well as positive sentiment, are taken as evidence of campaign
success. Companies also use conversation
share of voice metrics that indicate the
number of brand mentions compared
with their competitors.
But if companies rely just on volume
and sentiment tracking, marketers cannot close the loop on conversion outcomes, such as trial and purchases. Another drawback is that publicly-available
online WOM is not necessarily representative of all WOM. When influential bloggers were engaged for a new technology
product launch by Matchstick, WOM
marketing agency ChatThreads found
that 35% of the influencers’ conversations took place on blogs, discussion
boards and social networking sites, while
the remainder were face-to-face (50% of
the total), phone, email, and instant or
text messaging.
Interview and survey-based methods

are also commonly used to measure the
effectiveness of WOM marketing initiatives. This might involve polling people
to understand how a campaign affected
their purchase decision or to measure
brand advocacy.
Net Promoter models
One popular brand advocacy approach is
loyalty metric provider Net Promoter.
Based on consumer responses to the question ‘How likely are you to recommend
[brand] to a friend or colleague?’, a Net Promoter Score (NPS) is calculated based on
the percentage who are very likely to
recommend (promoters) minus those unlikely to recommend (detractors). Some
companies use NPS as part of campaignspecific measurement, especially by lifts
in scores pre and post-campaign. Others
use Net Promoter as part of ongoing tracking studies to understand the drivers of
positive and negative WOM over time.
April 2009 •
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Accountability
Around 2006-2007, the industry started to
see more calls for accountability and ROI
metrics. According to Dr Kivijarv: “Brands
and agencies were saying ‘if you want our
dollars, you have to use consistent metrics

FIGURE 2

Customer worth
B2C computer hardware industry
$4,000
Total customer worth

A more recent development is to
understand the financial value of promoters and detractors, or what Satmetrix, codeveloper of NPS, calls ‘Net Promoter Economics’. This approach combines ‘buyer
economics’ (how much a customer
spends with the company) with ‘referral
economics’ (the amount of new business
gained or lost as a result of customers’
WOM). In the B2C computer hardware
industry, Satmetrix found that nearly all
of the revenue from detractors’ purchases
was erased by revenue lost from negative
recommendations. In contrast, promoters
purchased more than detractors and
brought in new business from their positive recommendations (Figure 2).
But there are limitations to advocacy
frameworks such as Net Promoter. These
include a loss of precision by not using
multi-dimensional measures, recommendation intentions not necessarily translating into actual recommendation behaviours, and mixed results when trying to
correlate NPS with financial metrics.

Promoter
$2,000

$816

Average

$1,818

$1,615

Detractor

0

■ Referral economics
■ Buyer economics

–$1,352

–$2,000
Source: Satmetrix. ‘Net Promoter Economics:
The Impact of Word of Mouth’

that show we have either got sales lifts, or
more people coming into the store, or
higher brand recognition’.”
Companies such as BazaarVoice, a
social commerce technology solutions
provider, and BzzAgent, a WOM marketing and media company, responded.
BazaarVoice showed its client, Petco.
com, a 72% increase in conversions after
installing a tool that allowed customers to
ask and answer each other’s questions at
the online retailer’s site.
When Dunkin’ Donuts engaged 3,000

Case study: Quicken Loans
All Quicken Loans’ in-house initiatives emerge from the marketing
department. Objectives include listening and learning from online
conversations, interacting with people as a way to build trust and
solve problems, putting a human face on the company, and having a
stronger presence in organic search engine results. With such
objectives, it is not surprising that the firm maintains a number of
blogs (such as www.quickenloansinsider.com) and is active with
online ratings and reviews, Epinions, Facebook, Yahoo! Answers,
YouTube, Twitter, MySpace, Flickr and Zillow.
It recently launched Quizzle (www.quizzle.com), a free website that
allows consumers to understand their home and overall financial
situation, which rapidly grew to 125,000 members with no
advertising budget. The strategy relied heavily on reaching out to
bloggers, especially those who specialise in finance, and providing a
meaningful solution for registered users.
These WOM initiatives are labour-intensive and the primary
expenditure is head-count. “We don’t allocate budget to WOM,”
admits Matt Cardwell, director of web marketing for Quicken Loans,
“and we don’t use an outside agency. Instead, we make WOM what
we do every day.”
Initially, Cardwell’s team at Quicken Loans was unable to provide
a direct connection between their WOM marketing activities and new
leads. But they gained traction in the organisation by tying their
activities to search engine optimisation. Relevant content is the main
driver of organic search, says Clayton Closson, website content
manager for Quicken Loans: “This is the one place in a metricsintensive organisation where we agree we’re not going to be able to
measure everything,” explains Closson. “But we know that the more
people who talk about us, the higher our search rankings.”
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$1,457

volunteer advocates to talk up a latte beverage, BzzAgent was able to demonstrate a
26% lift in category sales compared with
control markets that experienced only an
8% increase.
As marketers started to understand
how their WOM activities impacted the
bottom line, there was a change in how
they viewed WOM.
John Bigay, vice-president of marketing
at BzzAgent, explains: “a couple years
back, most brands were looking at WOM
as the new thing and buying out of test
budgets. But now we are seeing companies integrating WOM more completely into their marketing mix. WOM is
emerging as a line item.”
For Bigay, the next step is to help to
make that integration easier.
One way to do this is to use models
with which brands are already familiar.
The Hudson River Group and Marketing
Management Analytics (MMA), which
provide marketing mix modelling solutions, have seen more clients asking for
WOM to be incorporated into their models. According to MMA senior vice-president Douglas Brooks, when WOM has a
positive effect in year-on-year changes
in business, the impact can range from
2% to 7%. His company has seen ROIs
as high as $5 for every dollar spent.

Case study: Nokia
Nokia’s initiatives emerge out of many groups. The
communications team has started Nokia Conversations
(www.nokia.com/conversations), a social media communications
site that involves blogging and podcasting. The handset giant’s
marketing team has a service called WOM World (www.womworld.
com), which provides news, comments and feedback on all things
Nokia. The research and development department has Nokia
Beta Labs (http://betalabs.nokia.com), a community-driven
innovations site, whose purpose is to share new product ideas
and receive feedback in return.
Nokia also supports the S60 Ambassador programme
(www.ambassadors.s60.com), which gathers feedback
from enthusiastic fans of the S60 software platform and
encourages them to spread their
honest opinions to their family
and friends.
According to Dan
Shugrue, the firm’s head
of consumer
engagement, the big
opportunity with these
initiatives is “to
better serve real
customer needs
and to become
better
connected
with our
customers”.

© World Advertising Research Center 2009
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The Momentum Effect

Conversation Value
Developed by WOM measurement and
analytics firm ChatThreads, Conversation
Value is an emerging metric that shows the
bottom-line impact of each consumer
conversation that can be attributed to a
particular marketing initiative. The end
result is a currency value, such as $1.21,
which is interpreted as: “Each time a
consumer has a conversation about Brand
X with a new person reached, that
conversation contributed $1.21 to Brand
X’s bottom-line.”
Conversation Value combines a
customer lifetime value model with a WOM
referral value model. Inputs for purchase
and referral behaviour are collected based
on self-reports from direct programme
participants, as well as their conversational
partners. ChatThreads has used the model
to calculate the impact of WOM for

experiential, influencer, sampling, and
advocacy programmes based in North
America and the UK, spanning a range of
categories, including household products,
packaged food, personal care,
pharmaceuticals, and technology.
Figure 3 shows an example calculation
of the Conversation Value for a new CPG
product launch involving 5,000 brand
advocates. Despite the product’s low retail
price (under $5), the programme shows a
strong ROI (92%), Conversation Value
($0.51), and cost per conversion ($1.36).
Using the Conversation Value framework, companies can track the impact of
consumer WOM over time and decide how
best to scale their programmes. Results
can also feed into marketing mix models
to understand specific WOM initiatives as
part of the integrated mix.

FIGURE 3

Conversation Value and Cost per Conversation for Brand X
Walking through the model
Number of programme participants
Overall profitability (‘money in’)
Total programme costs (‘money out’)
ROI (with Lifetime Value Purchases)
ROI (without Lifetime Value Purchases)

5,000
$383,714
$200,000
91.9%
–27%

Reported purchases (without
Lifetime Value Purchases)
Cost Per Conversation

146.545
$1.36

Conversational Reach
Conversational Value
Cost Per Conversation
Net Conversation Value

747,537
$0.51
–$0.27
£0.24

Conversation Value is how much
money Brand X made (or lost)
each time consumers talked about
the product with a new person
reached in this programme
Cost per Conversation is the
programme costs divided by the
number of conversations with unique
people (Conversational Reach)

Net Conversation Value is the
amount made (or lost) for each
conversation after programme
costs (on a per conversation basis)
are deducted

Source: ChatThreads

Brooks cautions, though, that there is a
larger range of error when calculating
WOM’s impact, compared with calculating TV’s impact, for example. Marketers
may have to settle for what current models can provide, rather than excluding
WOM entirely.
A smaller, but growing, percentage
of companies are modelling WOM with
agent-based models (ABM), offered
by companies such as Icosystem. ABM
uses sophisticated computer simulations
that allow marketers to answer questions
such as: “What happens if I combine television with out-of-home and a WOM
initiative?” or: “What happens if my competitor launches a product three months
after ours?”
Icosystem developed an ABM to help
© World Advertising Research Center 2009

US health insurance firm Humana to
anticipate how consumer WOM behaviour would affect the launch of complex
new insurance plans.
Other ROI models are designed to
understand the bottom-line impact of
WOM tied to specific marketing campaigns, such as Conversation Value and
the Momentum Effect (see panels, above
left and right).
No-one is under the illusion that 2009
will not be a difficult year in the marketing and advertising industry – perhaps
one of the weakest for outsourced expenditures going back to the 1930s, according
to PQ Media.
But this climate represents a strategic
opportunity for the WOM marketing
industry, according to John Bell, manag-

The Momentum Effect occurs when people
pass along brand-related content to a peer,
or use a brand as a reference point in
stories of who they are.
Marketing Evolution first measured the
Momentum Effect in 2007 for two
campaigns: Adidas and Electronic Arts.
Both involved branded online communities
and content downloaded to people’s
MySpace profile pages. To isolate the
unique value created by the B2C and C2C
interactions, researchers used a design
involving multiple test-control groups and
pre/post-test measures. Data was collected
from behavioural tracking and online
intercept surveys. The campaigns, and how
the methodology performed, were impressive: the average costs to influence the
purchase intent of each person, based on
the B2C advertising alone, were $1.19
(EA) and $1.87 (Adidas). When the
researchers added in the C2C Momentum
Effect, the average cost to influence
purchase intent for each person dropped
to $0.34 (EA) and $0.40 (Adidas). Except
for unaided awareness, which was driven
by advertising, Marketing Evolution
concluded that over half of the value
created for the brands was driven by
the Momentum Effect.
The methodology has been replicated
half a dozen times in social networks,
according to Rex Briggs, chief executive of
Marketing Evolution. Briggs sees a huge
synergy in combining WOM with
advertising and feels there should be a
formal line item on more marketers’
budgets: “WOM ought to be a specific
investment that people put time and
money around. This will allow them to
think strategically about what they expect
the effort to do,” Briggs explains.

ing director of 360 Digital at Ogilvy PR.
He says: “While some marketers are
altruistically-driven to build stronger,
more enduring customer relationships
through WOM initiatives, more and
more also recognise that WOM is very
efficient, especially when integrated with
advertising and PR.”
As Kitty Kolding, chief executive of
WOM marketing platform House Party,
puts it: “In the current economic climate,
everything is in play. Brands are looking
for systems and processes that work, and
within structures that allow them to
understand what they are getting from
their WOM marketing.”
More on word-of-mouth
at www.warc.com
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